Abstract-Based on Elliptic Curve cryptosystem, a threshold signature scheme characterized by (k, l) joint verification for (t, n) signature is put forward. After being signed by a signer company employing (t, n) threshold signature scheme, the information m is transmitted to a particular verifier company, and then the signature is verified through the cooperation of k ones from the verifier company with l members, so as to realize a directional transmission between different companies. Finally, the application examples of the company encryption communication system, the generating polynomial of company private key and public key were given. The security of this scheme is based on Shamir threshold scheme and Elliptic Curve system, and due to the advantages of Elliptic Curve, the scheme enjoys wider application in practice.
INTRODUCTION
The research is based on the following fact in digital contracts.
A contract between two companies will be signed and verified. This contract can not be exposed to any outsider, otherwise it will have been altered and forged risk. In other words, the verifier company group user must be determined.
In view of the above fact, it's stipulated that there are n members in a signer company, and only through the cooperation of at least t members can some information be effectively signed; On the other hand, only through the cooperation of at least k ones from a verifier company with l members can the signature be verified. Thus, the digital signature and verification system [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] before can not meet practical needs, thinking that in the signature and verification stage anyone who receives the document can practice verification. Therefore, there shall be a general scheme [7, 8] in which the signer company and verifier company can be regulated under a pre-stipulated security environment.
To solve the problem above, based on Elliptic Curve cryptosystem, a threshold signature scheme characterized by (k, l) joint verification for (t, n) signature is put forward. The security of the scheme is based on the intractability of discrete logarithm calculation on Elliptic Curve [9] and Shamir threshold scheme [10] , and enjoys the characteristics of reduced communication load and lowered calculation complexity, etc.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SCHEME There are three parties in the whole system, i.e., shared distribution center (SDC), signer company and verifier company. The scheme includes three stages, i.e., generation of parameters, generation and verification of private signatures, and generation and verification of company signatures.
A. Generation of Parameters
In this stage, SDC define the parameters of system member and he firstly select the Elliptic Curve ) (mod :
and big prime numbers P and n,
, and n is the order of primitive root. 
.The private key of the signer company is defined as 0 ) 0 ( a f s = , with which the public key associated is
are the randomly-selected integral numbers for every member of the signer company of SDC, whose private shadow
are calculated and the public key associated with are determined by
Similarly, the private and public key of the verifier, the private and public key of the verifier group can also be got. On the other hand, in order to generate group signature, it is required for SDC to select a secret polynomials for the signer company: 
are the session keys of the signer member, with which the public values associated are
is made public. For safety purposes, SDC select a one-way hash function h ( ) and make it public. To sum up, all the parameters of the system are shown as follows:
1. Public information in SDC: 
B. Generation and Verification of Private Signatures
According to the security strategy, any t members are allowed to sign a piece of information on behalf of the company in this scheme, and the members can simultaneously and independently sign the information. Without loss of generality, we express the t members for signing as u s1 ，u s2 ，…， and u st . Every member u si ，1≤i≤t, carries out the following calculation with its own private key f s (x si ) and the public key of the verifier company Y v .
The result {r si } is transmitted to the members participating in signing through security channel, and every member can calculate r as follows:
Then, every member u si signs the information m using his private key f s (x si ) and the session key f b (x si ) through Elliptic Curve signature scheme, i.e., calculates his private signature with the following formula: 
C. Generation and Verification of Company Signatures
After t private signatures are verified, the secretary calculates the company signatures. The left of (11) can rewrite by:
For the member of verifier company u vi can calculate r vi from (6), multiplied by both sides for
The value of r′ is equal to r from (2). The company signature can be calculated from (5). On the other hand, the right of (11) can rewrite by:
End..
III. APPLICATION OF THE SCHEME
Here we only give the application examples of the company encryption communication system, the generating polynomial of company private key and public key. For the example of the threshold signature scheme characterized by (k, l) joint verification for (t, n) signature, it is also very easy to be given; and we omit it.
Suppose that company S and company V have three members } , , { 
